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ABSTRACT

Stem cells reside in specialized microenvironments created
by supporting stromal cells that orchestrate self-renewal
and lineage-specific differentiation. However, the precise
identity of the cellular and molecular pathways that support
self-renewal of stem cells is not known. For example, long-
term culture of prototypical stem cells, such as adult sper-
matogonial stem and progenitor cells (SPCs), in vitro has
been impeded by the lack of an optimal stromal cell line that
initiates and sustains proliferation of these cells. Indeed,
current methods, including the use of mouse embryonic
fibroblasts (MEFs), have not been efficient and have gener-
ally led to inconsistent results. Here, we report the estab-
lishment of a novel CD34-positive cell line, referred to as
JK1, derived from mouse testicular stromal cells that not
only facilitated long-term SPC culture but also allowed
faithful generation of SPCs and multipotent stem cells. SPCs

generated on JK1 maintained key features of germ line stem
cells, including expression of PLZF, DAZL, and GCNA.
Furthermore, these feeders also promoted the long-term
cultivation of other types of primitive cells including multi-
potent adult spermatogonial-derived stem cells, pluripotent
murine embryonic stem cells, and embryonic germ cells
derived from primordial germ cells. Stem cells could be
passaged serially and still maintained expression of charac-
teristic markers such as OCT4 and NANOG in vitro, as well
as the ability to generate all three germ layers in vivo. These
results indicate that the JK1 cell line is capable of promoting
long-term culture of primitive cells. As such, this cell line
allows for identification of stromal-derived factors that sup-
port long-term proliferation of various types of stem cells
and constitutes a convenient alternative to other types of
feeder layers. STEM CELLS 2008;26:2516–2522
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INTRODUCTION

The stem cell niche is essential in the maintenance and differ-
entiation of stem and progenitor cells in vivo [1]. Supporting
stromal cells within this microenvironment not only provide a
structural scaffold but also communicate with stem cells to
support a balance between long-term survival and differentia-
tion. Organ-specific stem cells including intestinal stem cells
and hematopoietic stem cells have been found to reside within
such specific locations as the base of intestinal crypts and in the
osteoblastic and perivascular niches, respectively [2–5]. Stem
cell maintenance in the gonads also relies on germ cell-soma
interactions that, through engagement of the BMP, Notch, and
Jak/STAT signaling pathways, support stem cell self-renewal
and lineage-specific differentiation [6]. Spermatogonial stem
cells are localized to the basement membrane of seminiferous
tubules, where they are in close contact with Sertoli cells and

adjacent to peritubular myoid cells [7]. Indeed, the first demon-
strated derivation of spermatogonial stem cells in vitro could be
achieved only after the addition of certain growth factors, in-
cluding glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF),
which is produced by Sertoli cells [8], epidermal growth factor,
and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF, FGF-2) [7]. Further-
more, the importance of Sertoli cell-derived cytokines in the
maintenance of spermatogonial stem cells in vivo was con-
firmed by demonstrating the eventual depletion of spermatogo-
nial stem cells in the seminiferous tubules of mice with a
targeted deletion of ERM, a Sertoli cell factor that affects the
expression of key spermatogonial stem cell genes [9]. In addi-
tion to growth factors, most culture systems also include feeder
layers. However, because Sertoli cells also produce factors such
as inhibin, which seems to prevent stem cell self-renewal, re-
searchers have resorted to other common feeder cell types [10].
Many groups, including Kanatsu-Shinohara et al. [11], have
used mitomycin-C-inactivated murine embryonic fibroblasts
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(MEFs), which produce leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF),
whereas the Brinster group [12, 13] used STO cells and Seandel
et al. [14] generated mouse testicular stroma (MTS).

Since successful cultivation of stem cells hinges upon achiev-
ing the proper balance of signals that maintain an undifferentiated
state, cytokines and feeder cells must be selected carefully. One of
the most extensively studied systems to date is the cultivation of
embryonic stem cells (ESCs). ESCs are normally maintained on
MEFs or STO cells, which are a subline of fibroblasts from SIM
mice and are thioguanine and ouabain resistant [15, 16]. These
feeder cells produce LIF, which keeps ESCs undifferentiated. LIF
is also sufficient to keep murine ESCs pluripotent without the use
of feeders [17, 18]; however most researchers continue to use
MEFs or STO, because these cells may produce other factors that
enhance survival and growth of ESCs. LIF is not sufficient to keep
human ESCs undifferentiated [19, 20]. Thus, human ESCs require
the use of MEFs or other feeder layers, such as human fetal-derived
feeder layers, in conjunction with media containing a serum re-
placement [21–23]. Human ESCs can also be cultured feeder-free
on Matrigel, laminin, or fibronectin in MEF-conditioned medium
[19]. Notwithstanding, defining feeder-free culture conditions that
are not supplemented with serum replacement or feeder-condi-
tioned medium will provide a more effective means to identify as
yet unrecognized factors that support expansion of stem cells.
Although many improvements have been made, such as the defined
medium for human ESC culture developed by Ludwig et al. [24] or
the combination of high bFGF and Noggin used by Xu et al. [25],
the use of MEFs is still standard procedure for most laboratories.
Unfortunately, MEFs can be passaged only approximately five
times before undergoing senescence. This requires the fresh deri-
vation of MEFs in large quantities from mice and the preparation of
a frozen stock, which can be thawed, growth inactivated, and used
as feeder when needed. This process not only is cumbersome but
also requires a significant devotion of time and reagents, most often
resulting in the generation of a heterogenous population of stromal
cells that varies in its capacity to support stem cell expansion.

Our group previously reported the use of murine testicular
stroma (MTS) for the derivation and cultivation of spermatogonial
progenitor cells (SPCs) in an effort to more faithfully recreate the
testicular milieu [14]. MTS is a heterogeneous primary cell culture
that expresses CD34 and �-smooth muscle actin (SMA) [14].
Recent in vivo analysis describing a potential vasculature-associ-
ated niche for SPCs provides further support for the use of
SMA�CD34� feeder cells in vitro [26]. Although MTS is suffi-
cient for the generation and proliferation of SPCs, similar to MEFs,
the MTS can be passaged only three to seven times before use and
must constantly be freshly prepared from wild-type mouse testis,
requiring preparation at least 1 week in advance.

During the course of generating SPC cultures, we estab-
lished an immortalized cell line that originated from a sponta-
neous transformation of the CD34� enriched testicular stromal
cells. Continuous passaging of this unique cell line resulted in
the generation of a heterogeneous SMA� CD34� cell line,
referred to as JK1, which is endowed with the capacity to
support long-term proliferation of numerous different types of
stem cells, including germ line-derived stem cells, such as SPCs
and multipotent adult spermatogonial-derived stem cells
(MASCs), as well as pluripotent ESCs and primordial germ cell
(PGC)-derived embryonic germ cells (EGCs). The JK1 feeder
line has maintained its capacity for promoting stem cell self-
renewal even after serial passaging during the course of more
than one year. Here, we describe the use and provide the cellular
and molecular characterization of JK1 as a feeder cell line for
various stem and progenitor cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mice
C57/Bl6 mice were purchased (Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor,
ME, http://www.jax.org) for the production of MTS, which gave
rise to JK1 cells. SPCs were derived from GPR125-�gal (VG156)
homozygous mice as described previously [14]. In these mice, the
intracellular domain of the G-coupled protein receptor GPR125 is
replaced by the �-galactosidase gene and is fused in-frame with the
extracellular domain to allow for detection of GPR125 expression in
tissues. OCT4-green fluorescent protein (GFP) mice (Jackson Lab-
oratory) previously described by Szabó et al. were used to isolate
PGCs, which convert to EGCs [27]. Mice were bred, manipulated,
and sacrificed under the guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee.

Cell Culture
JK1 feeder cells were purified and separated from SPC cultures by
serially passaging four times over the span of 2 weeks in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) containing 10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS). JK1 cells were then expanded by trypsinizing and
splitting in a ratio of one to four into flasks that had been coated
with 0.2% gelatin every 2 to 4 days and culturing in DMEM with
10% FBS. Before use as feeder cells, confluent JK1 cells were
treated with 10 �g/ml mitomycin-C (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
http://www.sigmaaldrich.com) to prevent further cell division. For
establishing the proliferation curves of SPCs cultured on JK1
clones, 1,000 SPCs were plated per well of a 24-well plate contain-
ing mitomycin-C-inactivated JK1 clones. SPCs were trypsinized,
stained with trypan blue, and counted with a hemocytometer every
week for 3 weeks. SPCs were distinguished from JK1 cells based on
cell size and morphology. Cell proliferation data were analyzed
using the Student’s t test.

SPCs were generated and expanded as described in Seandel et al.
[14]. In brief, tubules from mouse testis were extracted and minced on
ice, washed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 0.5% bo-
vine serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma-Aldrich), and dissociated at 37°C
with agitation in a buffer containing equal parts of trypsin/EDTA, 0.1%
collagenase, and DMEM supplemented with 0.5% BSA and 100 ng/ml
DNase (Sigma-Aldrich). The dissociated cells were cultured on
growth-inactivated JK1 cells in media consisting of StemPro (Invitro-
gen, Carlsbad, CA, http://www.invitrogen.com) with modifications de-
scribed by Kanatsu-Shinohara et al. [28]. SPC colonies were triturated
and passaged onto fresh JK1 cells every 3 to 4 days to separate them
from endogenous stromal cells [11, 29].

C57/Bl6 murine ESCs were cultivated on mitomycin-C-inacti-
vated JK1 cells for more than 25 passages, without the addition of
LIF, in knockout (KO)-DMEM (Invitrogen) containing 10% FBS
and 55 �M �-mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich). The ESCs were
trypsinized and split 1:10 every 2 days onto fresh JK1 cells.

EGC cultures were derived from primordial germ cells of 11.5
days postcoitus (dpc) embryos of mice expressing GFP driven by
the OCT4 promoter [27]. Gonads were isolated by microdissection
and digested for 10 minutes in trypsin. Dissociated cells were plated
on mitomycin-C-inactivated JK1 cells or mitomycin-C-inactivated
CF1 MEFs (Chemicon, Temecula, CA, http://www.chemicon.com)
in KO-DMEM supplemented with 20% FBS, forskolin (10 �M),
bFGF (10 ng/ml), and LIF (103 U/ml). Resulting GFP-positive
colonies were manually dissected using a Pasteur pipette, dissociated
with trypsin, and replated onto fresh JK1 feeders. These cells were
subsequently expanded by trypsinizing and splitting one to five onto
fresh JK1 cells every 2 days. The frequency of colony formation on
JK1 cells or MEFs was analyzed using the Fisher’s exact test.

Clonal Derivation of JK1 Cells
Heterogeneous JK1 cells were stably transfected with lentivirus
containing GFP driven by the Pgk promoter. After multiple rounds
of passaging, these JK1 cells were trypsinized to a single-cell
suspension. Limiting dilution was carried out in 96-well plates
coated with 0.2% gelatin. One hundred cells per well were plated in
a row of 12 wells and serially diluted one to two until fewer than
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one cell per well was achieved. Wells containing one GFP-positive
cell were confirmed by fluorescence microscopy and expanded.

Immunohistochemistry and Immunofluorescence
Cells or cryosections were fixed for 10 minutes with 4% parafor-
maldehyde (Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA, http://www.alfa.com).
After washing, permeabilization was carried out with 0.2% Triton
X-100 and 10% normal donkey serum in PBS for 30 minutes. The
primary antibodies rat monoclonal anti-GCNA (courtesy of Dr. G.
Enders), mouse anti-DAZL (Abcam, Cambridge, U.K., http://www.
abcam.com), hamster anti-PLZF (courtesy of Drs. R. Hobbs and
P.P. Pandolfi), mouse anti-�-smooth muscle actin (DakoCytoma-
tion, Glostrup, Denmark, http://www.dakocytomation.com), rat an-
ti-mouse CD34 (Abcam), rabbit anti-NANOG (Abcam), mouse
anti-OCT4 (R&D Systems Inc., Minneapolis, http://www.
rndsystems.com), anti-mouse HNF3� (Santa Cruz Biotechnology
Inc., Santa Cruz, CA, http://www.scbt.com), anti-mouse GFAP
(DakoCytomation), rat anti-CD31 (RDI), mouse anti-nestin (Rat
401; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.), goat anti-vascular endothelial
(VE)-cadherin (R&D Systems Inc.), and mouse anti-mucin 5AC
(clone 45M1; Lab Vision, Fremont, CA, http://www.labvision.com)
were incubated overnight at 4°C. The next day, cells were washed
with PBS before incubating for 2 hours at room temperature with
directly conjugated secondary antibodies or biotinylated secondary
antibodies (Jackson Laboratory). Biotinylated secondary antibodies
were detected with either streptavidin-Alexa488 or streptavidin
conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (HRP) (Jackson Laboratory).
HRP was visualized with 3-amino-9-ethylcarbazole (AEC) (Dako-
Cytomation). For coimmunostained sections, two primary anti-
bodies were incubated simultaneously: rat-anti-mouse CD34
(eBioscience, San Diego, http://www.ebioscience.com) and either
goat-anti-VE-cadherin (R&D Systems Inc.) or anti-mouse �SMA
(DakoCytomation). Slides were washed before incubating with sec-
ondary antibodies biotin anti-rat and either cyanin 3 (Cy3)-anti-goat
or Cy3-anti-mouse (all from Jackson Laboratory). Slides were
washed again before a final incubation with streptavidin-Alexa488.
Sections were washed and mounted with Topro-3 (Invitrogen).

Flow Cytometry
NIH3T3 and JK1 cells were trypsinized to a single-cell suspension
and counted. Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Alfa
Aesar) for 10 minutes at room temperature. Fixed cells were either
washed with PBS or permeabilized with ice-cold methanol at a final
concentration of 90% for 30 minutes on ice. Permeabilized cells
were washed twice with PBS containing 5% BSA. All cells under-
went a protein-blocking step with PBS containing 5% BSA for 10
minutes at room temperature before incubation with primary anti-
bodies against CD34 (eBioscience) or �-smooth muscle actin (Jack-
son Laboratory) for 30 minutes at room temperature. These cells
were then washed twice with PBS/5% BSA and incubated with
secondary antibodies conjugated to Cy2 (Jackson Laboratory) for
30 minutes at room temperature. Cells were then washed twice in
PBS/5% BSA before flow cytometric analysis (Beckman Coulter,
Fullerton, CA, http://www.beckmancoulter.com).

Teratoma Formation in Nonobese Diabetic/Severe
Combined Immunodeficient Mice
MASCs, ESCs, and EGCs were expanded on JK1 cells for more
than 2 weeks before harvesting. One million feeder-subtracted stem
cells were injected subcutaneously into nonobese diabetic/severe
combined immunodeficient (NOD/SCID) mice. Tumors were al-
lowed to grow for 3 to 4 weeks. Mice were then sacrificed, and
tumors were rinsed in PBS before embedding in O.C.T. freezing
compound (Tissue-tek; Sakura, Torrance, CA, http://www.sakuraus.
com). These tissues were cryosectioned into 8-�m slices onto glass
slides. Cryosections were then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde
(PFA) for 10 minutes before proceeding to immunofluorescence
analysis for all markers.

RESULTS

CD34� �-Smooth Muscle Actin� JK1 Cells Arose
from a Spontaneous Transformation of MTS
Spermatogonial stem cells are typically cultured on feeder lay-
ers such as MEFs or MTS that provide key signals regulating
stem cell maintenance [30]. MTS is composed of CD34� stro-
mal cell-enriched primary testicular cells generated by dissoci-
ating mouse testicular tissue and culturing in high serum-con-
taining medium [14]. These cells are usually only viable for
three to seven passages and have to be freshly derived each time
they are depleted. However, after multiple passages with SPCs
in a low serum containing medium, a heterogeneous population
of adherent cells expanded from one of these preparations. This
outgrowth, subsequently referred to as JK1, was purified from
the coculture with SPCs by serial passaging over the course of
several weeks in medium containing high serum (Fig. 1A)
because SPCs do not survive in a high serum environment [28].
To confirm that this stromal cell line originated from the wild-
type feeder layer and that the cells had not differentiated from
the �-galactosidase-expressing SPCs, the JK1 cells were geno-
typed as well as stained with X-gal. The JK1 cells neither
expressed �-galactosidase nor matched the genotype analysis of
the SPCs, confirming their independent origin (data not shown).
Stromal cells such as MEFs (Fig. 1C) and MTS (Fig. 1B) are
adherent and are usually used as a confluent monolayer to
support stem cells. JK1 cells were found to be adherent but
exhibited more cobblestone-like morphology than MTS and
MEFs, which contain more spindle-shaped cells (Fig. 1A–1C).
Most importantly, JK1 cells exhibited exponential overall
growth (Fig. 1D) and, in contrast to MEFs and MTS, could be
passaged more than 30 times over the course of many months.

Figure 1. JK1 cells exhibit distinct morphological differences from
mouse testis stroma (MTS) and mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs).
(A–C): Phase-contrast images of a confluent monolayer of JK1 (A),
MTS (B), and MEFs (C) showed that JK1 cells are adherent cells
containing one or multiple nuclei, whereas MTS and MEFs contain
more spindle-shaped cells (size bars � 50 �m). (D): JK1 cells were
stained with trypan blue and counted using a hemocytometer over the
course of 1 week, exhibiting exponential growth.
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Approximately 50% of live JK1 cells stained positively for
�-smooth muscle actin (Fig. 2A, 2C) and exhibited varying
levels of staining for CD34 (Fig. 2B, 2D), both of which are also
expressed in MTS (Fig. 2B inset). These observations suggested
that JK1 cells were similar to other testicular stromal cells,
which could explain their capacity to support SPCs.

JK1 Cells Support Derivation and Expansion of
Spermatogonial Stem and Progenitor Cells
Feeder cells must be able to maintain the functional character-
istics of stem cells, as well as promote their proliferation. To
assess the ability of JK1 to enhance the growth of spermatogo-
nial progenitors, equal numbers of SPCs were seeded on mito-
mycin-C-treated JK1 cells and MTS and allowed to expand in
culture for 1 week before passaging onto fresh feeders. JK1 cells
allowed for exponential expansion of SPCs, supporting the
development of very large colonies (Fig. 3A) similar to the
colonies seen on MTS (Fig. 3A inset). These feeders also
supported the derivation of new adult SPC lines in nine of ten
attempts. Like the SPC lines generated and maintained on MTS
[13], the SPC lines generated and maintained on JK1 cells
expressed the undifferentiated spermatogonial marker PLZF
(Fig. 3B) and the germ cell markers GCNA (Fig. 3C) and DAZL
(Fig. 3D) [31]. These SPCs were functional in vivo, because
they could also repopulate the seminiferous tubules of busulfan-
treated mice (data not shown). Notably, we also found a signif-
icantly more rapid expansion of SPCs plated on JK1 cells
compared with MEFs in cell proliferation assays (Fig. 4A).

Because JK1 cells appeared heterogeneous, it is plausible
that a particular type of cell within the population is responsible
for supporting stem cells. Limiting dilution analysis has been
previously demonstrated to produce clonal derivatives of heter-
ogeneous populations. We used this technique with GFP-ex-
pressing JK1 cells to generate clones from single cells. Further-

more, analysis of three clones showed varying efficiencies
relative to each other and to MEFs in the support of SPC
proliferation (supplemental online Fig. 1). Although all three
clones were capable of supporting SPC proliferation, clone 6
appeared to be optimal. When plated at the same densities,
growth arrested, and seeded with the same number of SPCs,
clone 6 exhibited the largest colonies and the greatest magnitude
of proliferation (supplemental online Fig. 1). These results im-
ply that the different cells constituting the parental JK1 cells
may have distinct roles in supporting stem cell growth.

Such distinct populations in the parent JK1 cell line may
reflect the origin of JK1 cells from somatic testicular cells.
Indeed, assessment of SMA expression in JK1 revealed a subset
of positive cells, distinct from the CD34� population, whereas
staining for endothelial cells (with VE-cadherin) and germ cells
(with GCNA) was negative (Fig. 4B–4D). In parallel, immuno-
staining of mouse testis sections showed that there are putative
peritubular cells positive for CD34 and SMA, but CD34 did not
colocalize with VE-cadherin� blood vessels (supplemental on-
line Fig. 2A–2C). These data are consistent with the possibility
that JK1 cells could have arisen from peritubular myoid cells, as
opposed to endothelial or germ cells.

JK1 Cells Support In Vitro Cultivation of MASCs
We previously reported the generation of multipotent adult
spermatogonial-derived stem cells from spermatogonial progen-
itors [14, 30]. MASCs exhibited a number of embryonic stem
cell-like characteristics, including the expression of OCT4 and
NANOG, as well as the ability to form chimeras when injected
into mouse blastocysts. Because of the origin of MASCs and the
ability of JK1 cells to support SPCs, we tested the ability of JK1
cells to sustain MASCs. MASCs and ESCs are usually cultured
with LIF, which prevents differentiation on MEFs; however,
mESCs can be cultured on MEFs without the addition of LIF,

Figure 2. JK1 cells exhibit markers associated with mouse testis
stroma. (A–B): Immunohistochemistry revealed that JK1 cells ex-
pressed (A) �-smooth muscle actin (red) and (B) CD34 (red). (Nuclear
counterstain is blue.) (B inset): CD34 (green) was also found in mouse
testicular stroma (nuclear counterstain is red). (C–D): This immuno-
staining was confirmed by flow cytometry for (C) �-smooth muscle
actin (green; isotype control is red) and (D) CD34 (red; isotype control
is green) in JK1 cells. All size bars � 50 �m. Abbreviations: MTS,
mouse testis stroma; SMA, �-smooth muscle actin.

Figure 3. JK1 cells support spermatogonial progenitor cell (SPC)
proliferation without loss of germ cell markers. (A): Bright-field images
(original magnification, �100) of a large SPC colony on JK1 and (A
inset) mouse testis stroma (MTS) demonstrated similarities in size and
shape of SPC colonies grown on these two feeders. (B–D): Immuno-
histochemistry for (B) PLZF, (C) GCNA, and (D) DAZL revealed that
the expression of these spermatogonial stem cell markers was main-
tained in SPCs cultured on JK1 cells for multiple passages. Antibody
staining is red; nuclear counterstain is blue. All size bars � 50 �m.
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because MEFs produce LIF. To ascertain whether JK1 cells are
also sufficient to maintain multipotency in the absence of LIF,
MASCs were passaged on JK1 cells without the addition of LIF
for greater than five passages for more than 2 weeks. The
resultant colonies were morphologically similar to those grown
on MEFs (Fig. 5A and A inset) and expressed the multipotency
markers OCT4 (Fig. 5B) and NANOG (Fig. 5C). These MASCs
were capable of generating teratomas in NOD/SCID mice at
100% efficiency (6/6 attempts). The teratomas contained cells
from all three germ layers, indicating that the MASCs main-
tained multipotency. The differentiated elements expressed
CD31 (mesoderm, Fig. 5D), HNF3� (endoderm, Fig. 5E), mu-
cin (endoderm, Fig. 5F), VE-cadherin (mesoderm, Fig. 5G),
GFAP (ectoderm, Fig. 5H), and GCNA (germ line, Fig. 5I).
Thus, JK1 not only supported proliferation of MASCs, but also
preserved multipotency.

JK1 Cells Support In Vitro Cultivation of Murine
Embryonic Stem Cells
MASCs were first isolated because of their similarity to
embryonic stem cells [14]. Because JK1 cells are capable of
supporting MASCs, we next assessed the ability of JK1 cells
to support the expansion of murine ESCs in vitro. When
seeded at a similar density to MEFs, JK1 cells permitted the
long-term cultivation of ESCs in the absence of LIF (Fig.
6A). The resultant ES colonies were morphologically similar
to those grown on MEFs (Fig. 6B) and maintained OCT4
(Fig. 6D) and NANOG (Fig. 6C) expression after more than
20 passages on JK1 (approximately 2 months). Furthermore,

these ESCs were capable of forming teratomas with 100%
efficiency (4/4 attempts) when injected subcutaneously into
NOD/SCID mice. The teratomas contained cells that were
positive for markers of all three germ layers, including CD31,
HNF3�, mucin, VE-cadherin, NeuN (neuroectoderm),
GFAP, nestin, and GCNA, indicating that these ESCs main-
tain pluripotency (Fig. 6). These data provided evidence that
JK1 cells are not only useful for germ line-derived stem cells,
but also for stem cells of different origin.

JK1 Cells Support the Derivation and Expansion of
Embryonic Germ Cell Colonies
Embryonic germ cell colonies have previously been isolated
from primordial germ cells cultivated in vitro using KO-DMEM
containing forskolin, bFGF (FGF-2), and LIF [32–34]. In an
effort to determine whether JK1 can be used as a general feeder
cell line for support of other types of stem cells in addition to
SPCs, MASCs, and ESCs, PGCs from the gonads of 11.5-dpc
mice expressing GFP under the control of the OCT4 promoter
were plated on growth-arrested JK1 and MEFs. Like ESCs, the
EGCs formed compact, refractile colonies with a high nuclear to
cytoplasmic ratio (Fig. 7A) and expressed stem cell markers
OCT4 (Fig. 7B) and NANOG (Fig. 7C) after cultivation on JK1
for one month. Like the other pluripotent stem cells described
above, EGCs derived in this manner formed teratoma, contain-
ing cells positive for markers of all three germ layers, including
CD31, HNF3�, mucin, VE-cadherin, NeuN (neuroectoderm),
and nestin (supplemental online Fig. 3). EGC colonies were
successfully established in eight of eight attempts on JK1 cells
but in only three of eight attempts on MEFs (p � .05 by Fisher’s
exact test). It should be noted, however, that only the aforemen-
tioned EGC colonies produced on JK1 cells and not those on

Figure 4. JK1 cells enhance proliferation of spermatogonial progenitor
cells (SPCs) and express markers associated with peritubular myoid
cells. (A): The growth rates (mean � SD) of SPCs on JK1 cells and
MEFs were compared over the course of 2.5 weeks (n � 3; � indicates
p � .05 by Student’s t test). (B–C): Coimmunostaining for CD34
(green) and either �-smooth muscle actin (red, B) or VE-cadherin (red,
C) indicated that the JK1 cells contained cells positive for either �SMA
or CD34 but not both, whereas VE-cadherin staining was completely
negative. (D): JK1 cells also did not contain GCNA (red)-positive cells,
indicating that they probably did not originate from GCNA-positive
germ cells or VE-cadherin-positive endothelial cells in the testis. Nu-
clear counterstain is blue. All size bars � 50 �m. Abbreviations: MEF,
mouse embryonic fibroblast.

Figure 5. Multipotent adult spermatogonial-derived stem cells
(MASCs) cultured on JK1 cells maintain multipotency. (A): Phase-
contrast images of MASC colonies on JK1 cells (A inset) and mouse
embryonic fibroblasts (original magnification, �100). (B–C): Immuno-
histochemistry revealed (B) OCT4 and (C) NANOG expression was
preserved in MASCs passaged on JK1 cells for more than 2 weeks.
(D–I): MASC-derived teratomas expressed markers for all three germ
layers by immunofluorescence. (D) CD31, (E) HNF3�, (F) mucin, (G)
VE-cadherin, (H) GFAP, and (I) GCNA. Antibody staining is green.
Nuclear counterstain is blue. All size bars � 50 �m.
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MEFs yielded long-term cell lines. The increased efficiency of
JK1 cells compared with MEFs at generating EGCs suggests
that this feeder line expresses certain factors that enhance PGC
survival and/or subsequent conversion to EGCs.

DISCUSSION

In vitro culture of stem cells is supported by a complex network
of known and unidentified soluble and membrane cytokines, as
well as extracellular matrix provided by stromal feeder cells.
Current protocols require the constant generation of fresh mu-
rine embryonic fibroblasts or mouse testicular stroma for the
maintenance of stem cells, because these feeders can lose their
stem cell supportive properties and undergo senescence after
several passages [11, 13, 14]. Feeder cell lines such as MEFs or
MTS produce factors, including LIF or GDNF, that promote
expansion of stem cell colonies. In this study, we isolated a
novel feeder cell line that can be passaged serially without
losing its capacity to support stem cell self-renewal and survival.
The JK1 cell line and its derivative subclones were the result of
an outgrowth of cells from a mouse testicular stromal prepara-
tion used during the culture of spermatogonial stem cells. JK1
cells could have originated from a CD34� peritubular myoid
cell or another type of somatic cell in the testis. Subsequently,

JK1 cells were found to be capable of supporting the expansion
of SPCs, as well as maintaining SPC characteristics. This cell
line may not only provide an efficient means to derive organ-
specific stem cells but may also be used to identify the yet
unrecognized factors that support stem cell self-renewal and
differentiation.

Although MEFs have been shown to support spermatogonial
stem cells, MASCs, and ESCs, stromal cells originating from
testicular preparations would not necessarily be expected to
behave in the same manner. In this study, we demonstrate the
use of JK1 cells originating from testicular stroma in the expan-
sion not only of male germ line-derived stem cells but also of
embryonic germ cells as well as embryonic stem cells. Indeed,
in the case of EGCs, JK1 cells were more successful at initiating
new cell lines. This discovery seems to imply that similarities
exist between MEFs and JK1 cells that allow them to support
various stem cells. However, differences in the transcriptional
regulation of certain genes, including growth factors, such as
fibroblast growth factor could explain the higher efficiency of
JK1 cells. Yet, whereas MEF-conditioned medium is sufficient
to maintain murine ESCs in culture, JK1-conditioned medium
does not prevent the rapid differentiation of ESCs. This indi-
cates first that the crucial factor(s) produced by MEFs, such as
LIF, is different than those produced by JK1 cells. In addition,
unlike the MEF-derived factors that may be secreted, the factors

Figure 6. JK1 cells support the mainte-
nance of murine embryonic stem cells. (A–
B): Phase-contrast images (original magni-
fication, �200) of murine ESC colonies on
(A) JK1 cells and (B) mouse embryonic fi-
broblasts (MEFs) showed a similar, charac-
teristic ESC morphology on both feeders:
tight, round colonies of cells with a high
nucleus to cytoplasm ratio. (C–D): Immuno-
histochemistry (brown staining) showed ex-
pression of (C) NANOG, and (D) OCT4 in
ESCs was maintained after culturing on JK1
for more than 1 month. (E–L): Immunoflu-
orescence demonstrated that mESC-derived
teratomas expressed markers of all three
germ layers: (E) CD31, (F) HNF3beta, (G)
mucin, (H) VE-cadherin, (I) NeuN, (J)
GFAP, (K) Nestin, and (L) GCNA. Anti-
body staining is green. Nuclear counterstain
is blue. All size bars � 50 �m.

Figure 7. JK1 cells support the derivation
and establishment of embryonic germ cell
(EGC) colonies from day 11.5 (d11.5) primor-
dial germ cells (PGCs). (A): Phase-contrast
image (original magnification, �100) of a typ-
ical EGC colony composed of compact, highly
refractile cells that have a high nucleus to
cytoplasm ratio. (A inset): The success rate of
EGC derivation on JK1 cells was higher than
that achieved on MEFs (p � .05 by Fisher’s
exact test). (B): All EGC colonies were GFP
positive, indicating that they expressed OCT4.
(C): All EGCs showed nuclear staining for
NANOG by immunohistochemistry (brown).
All size bars � 50 �m. Abbreviations: GFP,
green fluorescent protein; MEF, mouse embry-
onic fibroblast.
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produced by JK1 cells that are actually responsible for main-
taining stem cells are either bound to the JK1 cell membrane or
deposited in the extracellular matrix. Further comparative anal-
ysis of all feeder cells used is required to ascertain the precise
alternative mechanisms of stem cell maintenance.

Also noteworthy is the possibility that JK1 cells could be
used as a generalized stem cell feeder line. Preliminary data
indicate the potential for using these cells in the maintenance of
Sca1�Lin�CD45� hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells. It
is feasible that JK1 cells create a pan-stem cell permissive niche,
allowing the cultivation of all these different types of stem cells.
With the establishment and characterization of the JK1 cell line
provided herein, the in vitro niche can be analyzed in the future
for factors that promote the genetic and epigenetic status of stem
cell self-renewal, while serving as a cellular platform for the
expansion of stem cells that could potentially be exploited for
therapeutic organ regeneration.
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